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Abstract  14 

The severe “Snowball Earth” glaciations proposed to have existed during the Cryogenian 15 

period (720 to 635 million years ago) coincided with the breakup of one supercontinent and 16 

assembly of another. Whereas the presence of extensive continental ice sheets predicts a 17 

tidally energetic Snowball ocean due to the reduced ocean depth, the supercontinent 18 

paleogeography predicts weak tides because the surrounding ocean is too large to host tidal 19 

resonances. Here we show, using an established numerical global tidal model and 20 

paleogeographic reconstructions, that the Cryogenian ocean hosted diminished tidal 21 

amplitudes and associated energy dissipation rates, reaching 10-50% of today’s rates, during 22 

the Snowball glaciations. We argue that the near-absence of Cryogenian tidal processes may 23 

have been one contributor to the prolonged glaciations if these were near-global. These 24 

results also constrain lunar distance and orbital evolution throughout the Cryogenian, and 25 

highlight that simulations of past oceans should include explicit tidally driven mixing 26 

processes.  27 

 28 

 29 

Introduction 30 

It has been suggested that the Earth experienced near-global severe glaciations during the 31 

Cryogenian period (720-635 Ma), events which earned the nickname “Snowball Earth”1,2. The 32 

earliest Cryogenian glaciation proposed, the Sturtian from 717-660 Ma1–3, and the younger 33 

Marinoan glaciation, from 650-635 Ma1,3, had continental ice advance down to very low 34 

latitudes4, possibly leaving an open equatorial ocean (the latter known as a “Slushball 35 

Earth”5). A Snowball state is climatologically stable, with the predicted duration of long-lived 36 

glaciation commensurate with the time for volcanic outgassing of greenhouse gases to reach 37 

a threshold for deglaciation1,6–8, leading to abrupt warming and hothouse conditions after the 38 

glaciations7,9. Here we propose that a second factor, ocean tides, influenced the duration of 39 

Cryogenian Snowball glaciations. Coupled ice flow–ocean circulation models10,11 suggest that 40 

there was only a single vigorous meridional overturning circulation cell, and hence 41 

stratification, near the equator in the Snowball ocean. The rest of the ocean was most likely 42 

vertically mixed or only very weakly stratified because of strong convective overturns from 43 

geothermal heating11,12. If tidal dissipation, i.e., the loss of tidal energy due to boundary 44 

friction and tidal conversion (the generation of internal tidal waves), was then added to the 45 

background flow, the stratification could break down further13. This scenario predicts 46 

negligible tidal conversion (i.e., the generation of an internal tide), and tidal dissipation would 47 

be limited to the frictional boundary layer near the sea floor and underneath the ice. It has 48 

been suggested that tides in the vicinity of the Laurentide ice sheet during the last 49 

deglaciation probably contributed to its rapid collapse14. The melt rate in cavities under the 50 

ice shelf in present day Antarctica is largely controlled by tidally driven mixing, because mixing 51 

stirs the cold and fresh meltwater under the ice down into the water column, thus allowing 52 

saltier and warmer water to be brought into contact with the ice15. Breaking down the saline 53 

stratification in the ice-ocean boundary layer is thus a key process that will happen even if the 54 
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rest of the ocean is only weakly stratified. Thus, weak tides would reduce under-ice mixing 55 

rates, which could prolong the duration of a Snowball glaciation, with far-reaching 56 

consequences for the Earth system. 57 

 58 

Tides are known to fluctuate on geological time scales16,17 due to changes in the basin 59 

geometries induced by the motion of the Earth’s tectonic plates18,19. The main mechanism for 60 

amplification of the tides is tidal resonance, which occurs when the size of a basin is equal to 61 

half a wave length of the tidal wave20,21. Because of movements of the tectonic plates, we can 62 

therefore expect the tides to change on scales of millions of years. Also, because the 63 

wavelength is set by the tidal period (here taken to be 10.98 hours throughout the period 64 

under investigation22,23 – see our methods for more details) and the speed of the wave, which 65 

in turn is set by the water depth, large-scale variations in depth due to the appearance of ice 66 

can also move a basin towards, or away from, resonance on scales shorter than those of 67 

tectonic motions.  68 

 69 

Here, we aim to quantify Cryogenian tidal energetics by simulating the evolution of the global 70 

tides using 20 recent paleo-geographic reconstructions covering 750–-500 Ma18 in a 71 

numerical tidal model17 (see Methods for details and sensitivity simulations). We discuss how 72 

Cryogenian tidal amplitude and dissipation was affected by and could have contributed to the 73 

onset and termination of Snowball glaciation, and wider implications of the tidal results. The 74 

investigation covers the late Neoproterozoic, including the Cryogenian, and spans 750–-600 75 

Ma. We model a Sturtian and Marinoan glaciation duration from 715–-660 Ma and 650–-635 76 

Ma, respectively.  77 

 78 

 79 

Results  80 

Tidal amplitudes 81 

The numerical simulations predict global mean M2 tidal amplitudes of ~0.2 m prior to the 82 

onset of the Sturtian glaciation (Figure 1, 2a, and Supplementary Figure 1; note that the tidal 83 

range is twice the amplitude). At 715 Ma, model glacial tidal amplitudes rapidly increase to 84 

0.44 m, higher than present-day tidal amplitudes (Figure 2), due to sea-level fall below the 85 

continental shelf. This allows a tidal resonance to develop, much like the enhanced resonance 86 

during the Last Glacial Maximum21,24. The tidal amplitude in the simulations then decreases 87 

during the next 25 Ma due to a tectonic configuration that was unable to host a large tide 88 

because the basins were too large to be near resonance for the semidiurnal tide 25–28.  The 89 

model suggests that at 680 Ma, the tide became more energetic again because the tectonic 90 

emergence of land over the South Pole and a convergence of the main continental landmasses 91 

in the southern hemisphere changed the geometry of the large superocean basin to a size 92 

that was closer to that required for tidal resonance. Another decrease in tidal amplitude 93 

would have occurred through ~660 Ma because the continental configuration would only 94 

have allowed for small tidal amplitudes. The tide at 655 Ma, however, is slightly elevated in 95 
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the model because the continental configuration allowed for a large tide between the 96 

glaciations. The onset of the model Marinoan glaciation at 650 Ma again reduced the tidal 97 

amplitude, resulting in the most tidally quiescent period in all deep-time simulations to 98 

date17,29. Finally, deglaciation tidal amplitudes recover in the model to about 0.2 m between 99 

630 and 600 Ma. The results highlight a tide-ice feedback in which the tidal dissipation 100 

response for the Sturtian glaciation is similar to that during the Pleistocene glaciations, where 101 

the sea-level lowstand enhanced dissipation due to ocean resonances21,24,30. In contrast, 102 

during the Marinoan glaciation, the ice weakened the tides by an enhanced friction and 103 

changes in water depth that prohibited resonances to develop.  104 

 105 

The modelled amplitudes are on average around 0.2 m throughout the Cryogenian, or about 106 

2/3 of present-day values. This may not amount to a very large difference, but it is generally 107 

the tidal dissipation rates that are of importance to the wider Earth system, including driving 108 

under ice melting and large-scale ocean circulation patterns.  109 

 110 

 111 
Figure 1: Simulated M2 tidal amplitudes in meters for the time slices representing 750, 715, 112 

680, 660, 655, 650, 635, 630 and 600 Ma (see labels in the top left hand corner of each panel; 113 

note that all global maps are plotted on a Mollweide projection). Note that the colour scale 114 

saturates at 1.5 m for clarity. Note the saturation of the colour scale in a grey-green. The grey 115 

arrow at 630 Ma point to the coastline where the Elatina formation31 is now located. The 116 

formation gives a tidal proxy showing a range consistent with the one presented from the 117 

model.  118 

 119 

 120 
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Tidal dissipation 121 

The tidal dissipation rates computed from the simulations ( 122 

Figure 2b) are consistently below modern values. The estimated peak tidal dissipation rate at 123 

715 Ma is 2TW, or 80% of today’s rate (dashed line in  124 

Figure 2b), while the minimum tidal dissipation rate in the Marinoan simulation is only about 125 

10% of modern values32. This supports our hypothesis put forward here that Cryogenian 126 

glaciations damped global tides and tidally driven processes. A key feature, however, is the 127 

very sharp rise in the dissipation rates at the end of the Marinoan; over 5 Myr the tidal 128 

dissipation rate increases from 0.2 to 1.4 TW. Deglacial ice melt thus had important effects 129 

on the tides as ocean circulation and tidally driven mixing recovered. As the reconstructed 130 

continental configuration changed minimally between 635 and 630 Ma, the change in tidal 131 

amplitude and dissipation in the model arises from the parametrization of the ice sheets (i.e., 132 

the lowstand in sea level and changes in friction and tidal conversion discussed above). Glacial 133 

suppression of the tides is supported by simulations using interglacial conditions (i.e., sea 134 

level high-stand, reduced friction, and tidal conversion) for the beginning and end points for 135 

each glaciation, which show results in line with the nearby interglacial time slices (x symbols 136 

in  137 

Figure 2b). In contrast, sensitivity simulations for interglacial time slices without tidal 138 

conversion (+ symbols in  139 

Figure 2b) show only a minor change in the tides, further supporting the robustness of these 140 

results. Also, the simulations from 630 Ma show localised large amplitudes of over 2 m along 141 

the coastline of what is today south Australia (see the grey arrow in Figure 1 for the location). 142 

This is the location of the tidally influenced Elatina formation31, and our amplitudes match 143 

those described from the site.  144 

 145 
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 146 
Figure 2: Globally averaged M2 amplitudes (a) and integrated dissipation rates (b). The black 147 

solid line is the result from the set of simulations with conversion and no sea level change 148 

during interglacial periods (red dots), and a 500 m lowstand, no conversion, and increased 149 

bed friction during the glacial periods (blue dots). The x-symbols mark sensitivity simulations 150 

at the onset and end of glacial periods, in which non-glacial conditions were used, and the 151 

plus signs (+) mark simulations during interglacial periods without tidal conversion. The blue 152 

dashed line with circle markers shows the results for the Slushball with an ice-free band within 153 

10o from the equator. The horizontal black dotted lines mark present day values and the blue 154 

shaded areas mark the spans of the two glaciations.  155 

 156 

In our Snowball simulations we assume that the entire ocean was ice covered. As mentioned 157 

above, Earth may instead have been in a Slushball state, where the equatorial ocean was ice 158 

free33. Consequently, we simulated the Slushball for the glaciated time slices by allowing a full 159 

water depth within 10o from the equator and having a weak stratification throughout the 160 

ocean (see Methods for details and Supplementary Figures 2-3). The average M2 amplitude 161 

and associated integrated dissipation rates are again shown in (Figure 2 as blue circles on a 162 

dashed line). Interestingly, these simulations show weaker tidal amplitudes, except for the 163 

end of the Marinoan, and the tidal dissipation rates are below those of the snowball for most 164 

time slices. The reason for this response is that when tidal conversion is re-introduced in the 165 

deep ocean, the amplitudes are reduced, especially in the shallow shelf seas present, and thus 166 

there is less dissipation of energy in total. This is due to the non-linear interplay between 167 

friction and conversion, as seen in simulations for the Last Glacial Maximum (21ka)30,34. These 168 

results further show that the Cryogenian tides were weak, regardless of how severe the 169 
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glaciations were, and we argue that this supports our idea that weak tides were a key process 170 

in the Cryogenian ocean. 171 

 172 

Details of the Marinoan deglaciation 173 

The duration of deglaciation predicted by the Snowball hypothesis1 is shorter than the 5 Myr 174 

model resolution adopted here. The increase in tidal amplitude after the glaciations, at both 175 

655 Ma and 630 Ma, raises the question of how fast tides respond to deglaciation? To address 176 

this question, we used the three Marinoan deglacial bathymetries35 with higher temporal 177 

resolution, covering 0 kyr, 2 kyr and 10 kyr from the initiation of the deglaciation (these 178 

simulations were done for a Snowball state only, as the tides were weakest in this state for 179 

this period, see; Figure 2). The results show a rapid increase in tidal dissipation, from 0.7 TW 180 

at 0 kyr to 1.1 TW at 10 kyr, consistent with the deglacial signal between 635 and 630 Ma 181 

(note that the simulations, shown as black asterisks in  182 

Figure 2b, appear at the same point on the x-axis because of the short time span relative to 183 

the full simulation). Thus, the deglacial rise in the tidal amplitude and dissipation would have 184 

occurred over millennia, rather than millions of years. Notably, the difference in tidal 185 

dissipation between the 635 Ma and the 0 kyr simulation, a factor 3.5 (from 0.2 to 0.7 TW), 186 

provides an estimate of uncertainty in the simulations. The 635 Ma simulation likely 187 

underestimates tidal dissipation due to the uniform 500 m sea level decrease, whereas the 0 188 

kyr simulation includes a spatially varying sea level fingerprint. Furthermore, by excluding 189 

deep ocean bathymetry in the Marinoan reconstructions we overestimate tidal dissipation 190 

rates by up to a factor 2 17,24. The key conclusion of this investigation, however, is not in the 191 

exact amplitude or dissipation rate — they both require knowledge of the Late 192 

Neoproterozoic Earth system beyond that preserved in the rock record –– but rather the 193 

robust result that Snowball glaciation led to generally very small tidal amplitudes, and that 194 

rapid deglaciation allowed the tides to recover.  195 

 196 

 197 

Discussion 198 

There is uncertainty in the paleogeographic reconstructions for the Cryogenian18,35. Our tidal 199 

results are representative of scenarios of global glaciation of a specific ice/ocean volume, and 200 

may differ substantially under alternative scenarios of ice volume and distribution36. The sea-201 

level changes we used here are based on the commonly cited assumptions of glacial volume 202 

and deglacial timescale1. Our globally integrated results are robust and the sensitivity 203 

simulation only change the globally integrated tidal dissipation rates by less than 10%. This 204 

holds for our Slushball simulations as well.  These have an ice-free ocean around the Equator, 205 

and a weak stratification allowing for open ocean energy losses through tidal conversion (blue 206 

dashed lines in Figure 2). The largest difference in the tides is seen at the onset and end of 207 

the glaciations, in simulations both with and without the ice parameterization (i.e., double 208 

friction, lower sea-level, and no conversion – see Methods for details; Figure 2b). The tidal 209 
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signal that then emerges can be explained by how the differences in glacial reconstructions 210 

would affect tides, and it shows the effect of the deglaciation on the tides.  211 

 212 

These results highlight a connection between oceanography (tides) and paleogeography 213 

(ultimately set by tectonics) in the climatic stability of a Snowball Earth. Quiescent tides during 214 

Snowball glaciations could have contributed to climate stability, because tidally driven 215 

processes, acting to melt ice by destabilizing the freshwater stratification near the ice and 216 

allowing warmer water into contact with the ice, were severely muted for millions of years 217 

(or longer for the Sturtian). Tides are of course not the only process influencing the ice-sheets 218 

– if they were the main controller the Marinoan should have lasted longer than the Sturtian. 219 

However, the tides are a potential mechanism for destabilization of the ice once it starts to 220 

collapse. We also show that tides and tectonics are not independent on geological time scales: 221 

for a large fraction of the late Neoproterozoic, including the Cryogenian, Earth was in a 222 

supercontinent state. This led to weak late Neoproterozoic tides because of a lack of resonant 223 

ocean basins, except locally during a few time slices. The Cryogenian is the most quiescent 224 

period of the 1 Gyr of Earth’s tides simulated to date17,29. The resulting low tidal energy and 225 

tidal mixing would have had consequences for other components of the Earth system, 226 

including ocean circulation patterns and vertical fluxes of mass, salt, heat, and tracers, and 227 

for the evolution and dispersion of Neoproterozoic life. Detailed investigations of these 228 

consequences are left for future studies. The results also suggest that conceptual models of 229 

Cryogenian tides on Earth,37 may not necessarily provide converging results when compared 230 

to explicitly simulated tides with realistic paleo-geographies. We confirm the existence of the 231 

supertidal cycle, a long-term cycle of tidal strength, which is tied to the supercontinent 232 

assembly and dispersal 29. This has further implications for the Earth system, because tidal 233 

drag induces lunar recession17, and the current recession rate is too large to support the old 234 

Moon age model38. The tidal dissipation rates must therefore have been weaker than at 235 

present for prolonged periods of Earth’s history, and our results provide support for this being 236 

the case. 237 

 238 

 239 

Methods 240 

Late Neoproterozoic tides were simulated using a dedicated numerical tidal 241 

model17,24,29,30,39,40 that parameterizes energy losses due to both friction at the sea floor and 242 

tidal conversion. The latter includes the buoyancy frequency as a measure of vertical 243 

stratification, which is uncertain for ancient oceans. Consequently, we adopted values based 244 

on observed present day values for non-glaciated time slices41 and a non-stratified ocean for 245 

all time slices representing Snowball states11. The effect of friction in the glaciated time slices 246 

was enhanced with respect to the non-glaciated time slices to represent the presence of thick 247 

ice covering the ocean (see below for details). We adopt an Earth-moon orbital configuration 248 

consistent with the Late Neoproterozoic, including a 21.9 hour solar day31, a 10.98 hour lunar 249 

period, and a lunar forcing 15% larger than the modern. Neoproterozoic paleobathymetries 250 
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were created from recent reconstructions18 and interpolated using the GPlates software 42,43 251 

to obtain bathymetries every 10 Myr from 750-600 Ma interval, with three extra slices 252 

produced for 715 Ma (the onset of the Sturtian), 655 Ma (the interglacial), and 635 Ma (the 253 

end of the Marinoan). In the non-glacial time slices, ocean volume was set to the same as for 254 

present day, whereas glaciated time slices included a lowstand of 500 m. We also used three 255 

slices from Creveling and Mitrovica35 representing the termination of the Marinoan glaciation 256 

(0 kyr), and 2 kyr and 10 kyr into the deglaciation35.  257 

 258 

 259 

Tidal modelling 260 

The Oregon State University Tidal Inversion Software (OTIS) has been used extensively to 261 

simulate deep-time, present day, and future tides17,24,29,30,39,40, and it has been benchmarked 262 

against other forward tidal models44. It provides a numerical solution to the linearized shallow 263 

water equations, with the non-linear advection and horizontal diffusion excluded without a 264 

loss in accuracy24:  265 
𝜕𝐔

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑓 × 𝐔 = 𝑔𝐻∇(𝜂 − 𝜂SAL − 𝜂EQ) − 𝐅     (1) 266 

 
∂𝜂

∂𝑡
− ∇ ∙ 𝐔 = 0       (2) 267 

 268 

Here, U=uH is the tidal volume transport (u is the horizontal velocity vector and H is the water 269 

depth), f is the Coriolis parameter, g is acceleration due to gravity, η is the sea-surface 270 

elevation, ηSAL is the self-attraction and loading elevation, ηEQ is the elevation of the 271 

equilibrium tide, and F the tidal energy dissipation term. This consists of two parts, F = FB + 272 

FW, where FB parameterizes bed friction and FW represents energy losses due to tidal 273 

conversion, i.e., due to the generation of a baroclinic tide. Bed friction is parameterized 274 

through the standard quadratic law, FB = CDu|u|, where CD=0.003 is a dimensionless drag 275 

coefficient. In the glaciated time slices, Cd=0.006 was used to represent the effect of the ice 276 

covering the ocean as it effectively sets up a second boundary layer. The tidal conversion term 277 

is given by FW = CU, and the conversion coefficient, C, was given by41,45,46 278 

 279 

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛾
𝑁𝐻�̅�

8𝜋𝜔
(∇𝐻)2     (3) 280 

 281 

Here, γ = 100 represents a dimensionless scaling factor representing unresolved bathymetric 282 

roughness, NH is the buoyancy frequency at the seabed, �̅� represents the vertical average of 283 

the buoyancy frequency, and ω is the frequency of the tide. The buoyancy frequency, N, is 284 

given by N2 = - g/ρ ∂ρ/∂z, where  is the density. The distribution of N is based on a statistical 285 

fit to observed present day values 41, or  N(x,y) = 0.00524exp(-z/1300), where z is the vertical 286 

coordinate, and the constants 0.00524 and 1300 have units of s-1 and m, respectively. We do 287 

not change these values of N in our simulations, but rather test sensitivity by modifying  288 

(because details of N is largely unknown for the period). The exception is the Snowball oceans, 289 
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which were only weakly stratified 11, and the conversion was then switched off by setting γ = 290 

0. To test the robustness of the parameterisation, sensitivity simulations were done for 291 

several time slices. For those at the beginning and end of each glaciation (i.e., 715, 660, 650, 292 

and 635 Ma), we did further simulations with γ = 100, and for select non-glacial states (600, 293 

630, 655, 720, and 750 Ma) sensitivity tests were done with γ = 200 or γ = 0, representing a 294 

strongly stratified or unstratified ocean, respectively.  295 

 296 

Our Slushball state was simulated by allowing for an open ocean within 10o of the equator. 297 

This was implemented by an exponential change in water depth over 1o in latitude from the 298 

500 m lowstand to the ice-free ocean and then doubling the bed friction under the ice only. 299 

The Slushball ocean was likely weakly stratified, so we re-introduced a weak tidal conversion 300 

by setting =50 in Eq. (3). 301 

 302 

 303 

Bathymetry 304 

The paleo-bathymetries for the Snowball simulations were created by digitising 305 

reconstructions of the late Proterozoic18, using GPlates42,43. The original reconstructions 306 

covered every 50 Ma between 600-750 Ma, so to improve the temporal resolution, the 307 

information was interpolated linearly between these slices to obtain bathymetries every 10 308 

Ma in our 600-750 Ma interval. Furthermore, three extra slices were produced for 635 Ma 309 

(end of the Marinoan), 655 Ma (interglacial), and 715 Ma (onset of the Sturtian). The resulting 310 

19 images were then translated to ocean bathymetries by setting continental shelf seas to 311 

200 m depth, and subduction zones to 5900 m. Mid-oceanic ridges were 2500 m deep at the 312 

crest, and sloped linearly into the abyss over 5° in width. The abyssal plains were set to a 313 

depth that conserved present day ocean volume once all the other bathymetric features were 314 

set. There is obviously uncertainty in the Cryogenian sea level, although it is clear that it must 315 

have been low during the glaciations; Creveling & Mitrovica35 suggest a lowstand of up to 316 

1500 m below interglacial levels at some locations, and a mean sea level 500-800 m below 317 

interglacial levels. Consequently, we reduced the depth in our glaciated time slices by 500 m 318 

to represent the lowstand (simulations with 800 m lowstand do not change the qualitative 319 

results). The grids used in the simulation for selected time slices are shown in Figure 3.   320 

 321 

When we mention glacial conditions, we thus refer to a situation with a doubled bed friction 322 

(to represent the ice boundary layer), g=0 (to represent an unstratified ocean), and sea-level 323 

lowered by 500 m, and non-glacial simulation uses the default parameters discussed above.  324 

 325 

 326 
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 327 
Figure 3: Ocean bathymetry (depths in m with land white) for selected time slices (see label 328 

at top left corner for the age of each slice). Note the black contour marking the coastline and 329 

the lack of shelf seas during the glaciations (715-660 Ma and 650-635 Ma). The green lines in 330 

the deep ocean mark the peaks of the oceanic ridges and the dark grey lines show trenches. 331 

 332 

Furthermore, simulations of the relative sea level changes during the Marinoan deglaciation 333 

around 635 Ma for three slices were also used35. These represent the termination of the 334 

glaciation (i.e., 0 kyr after our 635 Ma slice), and then 2 kyr and 10 kyr into the deglaciation 335 

(this last slice represents the end of the deglaciation; see Figure 4).  We used these slices for 336 

a set of sensitivity simulations and refer to them as 0 kyr, 2 kyr, and 10 kyr in the following, 337 

or as “the Marinoan” when discussed as a group. This gives us a unique opportunity to add 3 338 

simulations at higher temporal resolution to further evaluate the influence of the glaciations 339 

on the tides.  340 

 341 

 342 
Figure 4: From left to right are shown the bathymetry for the 0 kyr, 2 kyr, and 10 kyr time 343 

slices (times from onset of the Marinoan deglaciation)35.  344 

 345 

 346 

Simulations and computations 347 

The Earth-moon system’s orbital configuration was different during the Cryogenian, and here 348 

we used a 21.9 hour solar day 47, a 10.98 hour lunar period, and lunar forcing 15% larger than 349 
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at present day17,23. Simulations were done for all 19 time slices with a range of parameter 350 

choices to ensure the results were robust. The effect of the ice-sheet was parameterised in 351 

the Snowball time slices by neglecting conversion (i.e., with γ=0 in Eq. 3; the Snowball state 352 

was most likely unstratified10), a doubled drag coefficient (i.e., Cd=0.006) and with a 500 m 353 

uniform lowstand in sea level to represent the effect of the ice. Note that floating ice does 354 

not impose a rigid lid for the tide because the ice moves with sea surface. Landfast ice without 355 

fractures may act as a lid in smaller regions not resolved here. The enhanced drag coefficient 356 

is justified by the rough underside of the ice, which leads to effective energy losses in ice 357 

covered areas48. This may lead to tidally driven residual currents as well, and these may be 358 

important because of the quiescent ocean. Analysing them is left for future studies. The time 359 

slices at onset and termination of the glaciations (i.e., 715, 660, 650, and 635 Ma) were also 360 

simulated without the lowstand and with conversion to represent non-glaciated states. 361 

Furthermore, the non-glaciated time slices at 750, 720, 655, 630 and 600 were used to test 362 

the robustness of the conversion parameterisation and rerun with γ = 200 (i.e., representing 363 

a very strong, doubled, vertical stratification). A further set of sensitivity simulations for these 364 

slices had further doubling and halving of the drag coefficient, Cd, and/or the conversion 365 

scaling factor, . As in other deep-time studies17,45, the sensitivity simulations (not shown) 366 

only led to limited changes in global dissipation rates, and we conclude that the results 367 

presented here are robust. The Slushball simulations are described above.  368 

 369 

Simulations for all of our time slices were done at 1/4o horizontal resolution in both latitude 370 

and longitude, achieved through linear interpolation from the original data described above. 371 

Each simulation covered 14 days, of which 5 days were used for harmonic analysis of the tide. 372 

Simulations were done for the two dominating constituents, M2 (principle lunar) and K1 (luni-373 

solar declination), although focus in the following is on M2. The model outputs amplitudes 374 

and phases for the surface elevation and transport vector for each simulated tidal constituent.  375 

 376 

The model output was used to compute tidal dissipation rates, D,  as the difference between 377 

the time average of the work done by the tide generating force (W) and the divergence of the 378 

horizontal energy flux (P) 49:  379 

    𝐷 = W − ∇ ∙ 𝐏       (4) 380 

where W and P are given by 381 

 382 

W=gρ〈U∙∇(ηEQ+ηSAL)〉     (5) 383 

and  384 

 385 

P= gρ〈Uη〉      (6) 386 

 387 

In Eqs. (5)-(6) the angular brackets mark time-averages over a tidal period. 388 

 389 
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 390 

Present Day validation 391 

The core model set-up used here is the same as in other deep-time tidal simulations17,50, and 392 

it is briefly described here. A present day control simulation17 gives a root-mean-square error 393 

of about 11 cm for the M2 tidal amplitudes when compared to the data in TPXO8 394 

(http://www.tpxo.net). A simulation with a degenerated present day bathymetry, with less 395 

resolution to represent reconstructed bathymetry, produced an error of about 20 cm45. It also 396 

produces an M2  dissipation rate that is 75% higher than in the present day simulation 397 

because of a lack of deep-ocean bathymetry17. It is thus highly likely that our simulations 398 

overestimate the Cryogenian tidal dissipation rates, especially in the Marinoan simulations.  399 

 400 

 401 
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Figure Captions 533 

Figure 5: Simulated M2 tidal amplitudes in meters for the time slices representing 750, 715, 534 

680, 660, 655, 650, 635, 630 and 600 Ma (see labels in the top left hand corner of each panel; 535 

note that all global maps are plotted on a Mollweide projection). Note that the colour scale 536 

saturates at 1.5 m for clarity. Note the saturation of the colour scale in a grey-green. The grey 537 

arrow at 630 Ma point to the coastline where the Elatina formation31 is now located. The 538 

formation gives a tidal proxy showing a range consistent with the one presented from the 539 

model.  540 

 541 

Figure 6: Globally averaged M2 amplitudes (a) and integrated dissipation rates (b). The black 542 

solid line is the result from the set of simulations with conversion and no sea level change 543 

during interglacial periods (red dots), and a 500 m lowstand, no conversion, and increased 544 

bed friction during the glacial periods (blue dots). The x-symbols mark sensitivity simulations 545 

at the onset and end of glacial periods, in which non-glacial conditions were used, and the 546 

plus signs (+) mark simulations during interglacial periods without tidal conversion. The blue 547 

dashed line with circle markers shows the results for the Slushball with an ice-free band within 548 

10o from the equator. The horizontal black dotted lines mark present day values and the blue 549 

shaded areas mark the spans of the two glaciations.  550 

 551 

Figure 7: Ocean bathymetry (depths in m with land white) for selected time slices (see label 552 

at top left corner for the age of each slice). Note the black contour marking the coastline and 553 

the lack of shelf seas during the glaciations (715-660 Ma and 650-635 Ma). The green lines in 554 

the deep ocean mark the peaks of the oceanic ridges and the dark grey lines show trenches. 555 

 556 

Figure 4: From left to right are shown the bathymetry for the 0 kyr, 2 kyr, and 10 kyr time 557 

slices (times from onset of the Marinoan deglaciation)35.  558 


